If you love JULIA DONALDSON
& lydia monks, try . . .
AAAARRGGHH SPIDER
Lydia Monks
Egmont

Poor Spider really wants to be a family
pet. But no–one wants to be friends
with him! A quirky, comical story with
a thought–provoking message and an
enormous heart.

CREEPY CRAWLY CALYPSO
TONY LANGHAM & DEBBIE HARTER
Barefoot

Jump and jive with a jolly band of
insects to the creepy–crawly calypso
beat! Spiders and fireflies, butterflies
and centipedes all catch the fiery
Caribbean rhythm of this jaunty
counting rhyme!

ELLA
ALEX T. SMITH
Scholastic

Little ladybird Ella’s waspish
stepsisters always pick on her. But
on the day of the Grand Bug Ball, her
life changes forever! Alex T. Smith’s
beguiling version of Cinderella blends
quirky humour with his distinctive
and witty illustrations.

HUGLESS DOUGLAS
DAVID MELLING
Hodder

A young brown bear wakes up one day
in need of a hug. Where can he find
one that is just right? Join Douglas on
his hunt for the perfect bear hug!

MAD ABOUT MINIBEASTS!
GILES ANDREAE & DAVID WOJTOWYCZ
Orchard

A brilliantly beastly rhyming romp
from a stellar duo, stuffed with
slugs, snails, bustling beetles, bright
butterflies and creepy–crawly critters!

PENGUIN
POLLY DUNBAR
Walker

Ben is delighted when he rips open
his present and finds a penguin
inside. “Hello, Penguin!” he says.
Penguin says nothing… This delightful
tale of a gift with a difference won the
Booktrust Early Years Award and a
Nestle Silver Award.

THE ANIMAL BOP WON’T STOP!
JAN ORMEROD & LINDSEY GARDINER
OUP

Join jolly jellyfish, mischievous
meerkats, a gentle giraffe, and many
more in this high energy story. The
rhythmic rhyming text encourages all
sorts of actions and noises and every
move is gloriously illustrated.

THE TIGER WHO CAME TO TEA
JUDITH KERR
HarperCollins

Ding–dong! A tiger’s come to tea!
A big, furry, stripy orange tiger!
Should Sophie feed it a bun? Offer it
a sandwich? How will she please her
big new guest?

THERE WAS AN OLD LADY WHO
SWALLOWED A FLY
PAM ADAMS
Child’s Play

A vibrant rhyme retold in a peephole
format that lets little fingers run wild.
She’s swallowed a fly, she’s swallowed
a spider, she’s swallowed a cat . . .

ZOE AND BEANS: THE MAGIC HOOP!
CHLOE AND MICK INKPEN
Macmillan

When Zoe’s dog Beans jumps through
her hoop, he magically turns into
other things! Flop–eared bunnies,
snappy crocodiles . . . and HUGE
elephants!
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